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We’ve made some updates
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We have successfully deployed the following to staging:

Traction control SW for now displays only once

Fixed an issue where the application was making a call for information two times. Now displays only once.

+ Eliminates confusion when users are looking at information found in the Locomotive specs section of an Asset details page.

fleet no longer showing duplicate assets

Fixed an issue where the fleet was showing duplicates of each asset due to a glitch that put assets in two different indexes.
+ Eliminates confusion when looking at the fleet. Allows users to work with those assets properly without receiving error messages.

Can now view EMD work item shop ticket

Fixed an issue where users were unable to view an [redacted] work item ticket.
+ Users can now view and edit existing [redacted] work items as needed.

Event filters now retained after saving [redacted] work item draft

Fixed an issue when event type filters were not being retained when saving an [redacted] work item draft. These filters no longer reset to unchecked.
+ User doesn’t have to spend time re-selecting event type filters. Increases speed of daily workflow.

Incorrect work items shown in "Add to Existing Work Item" drop-down menu now shown in tabs

Fixed an issue where improperly deleted work items (removed from the staging/work items tabs) were still being listed under the “Add To Existing” drop-down menu. Fix shows these work items in tabs so user can delete them properly.
+ Users will no longer see non-existent/not needed work items in the drop-down menu once they are properly removed. Eliminates confusion and extra time needed to scroll through list.

No longer able to create work items with no name

Fixed an issue where if a timeout occurred while creating a work item/draft, users could still save that form even if it did not contain any events. This would result in work items with no name. Fix insures users cannot create a work item if the form has
no events.

+ Eliminates confusion around nameless work items. Alerts users if a timeout occurred and events have not been saved in the form.